POWERFUL • INTUITIVE • AUTOMATED
Automated Tools. Integrated Workflow.

Open your eyes to our visionary practice management system
which allows you to run the most efficient practice possible which
means more satisfied patients.
POWERFUL: Create a positive front desk experience while
increasing cash flow with an entire suite of productivityenhancing tools to streamline the business side of your practice.

Each click, each feature,

INTUITIVE: Each click, each feature, each flow is handled

peak staff efficiency, cost

just as you’d expect for peak staff efficiency, cost management,
and patient satisfaction.

management, patient

AUTOMATED: Get free updates to medical codes and

Integrity Practice

rules that are essential for effective coding without installing or
upgrading software.

Refine Your Practice
myCare Integrity PM includes medical scheduling, billing,
reporting, and an entire suite of productivity-enhancement tools
to help streamline the business side of your practice. Our practice
management software solution creates a positive experience for
your front desk while increasing cash flow.

each flow is designed for

satisfaction. myCare
Management gives
your practice the latest
updates to medical
codes and rules that are
essential for effective
coding and billing,
including ICD-10.
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myCare Integrity Practice Management streamlines tasks and saves
time by reducing billing errors and producing cleaner claims. Plus, its
increased accuracy results in more satisfied patients. myCare Integrity
PM’s technology takes the reins of your patient scheduling and registration, coding,
billing, and more. We even train your staff to keep your practice running smoothly
in the long term. In short, we give you the tools to more effectively handle the
administrative side of your practice, so you can spend more time doing what you do
best: delivering high-quality eye care.

Medical Scheduling
Our easiest way to keep an optimal schedule,
meet physician expectation and staff capacity,
despite no-shows and cancellations.

Financial Analytics & Benchmarking
Enjoy an entirely new way to measure, manage,
and control financial performance with the ability
to compare performance against peers in your
geography, specialty, and size.

Medical Billing
Take a look at what over 600 billing service
partners use for their clients. Robust features
include A/R Control Center, claims management,
integrated clearinghouse, electronic remittance
advice, and insurance eligibility verification.

Flexible Solution
Integrate your other office solutions with this
flexible PM to improve task management,
produce cleaner claims, and improve the patient
experience. Take Integrity PM a step further by
taking advantage of additional integration options
including ASC, Portal, Optical, and Analytics.

myCare Integrity PM
provides the tools you need
to run an efficient, profitable
eye care practice. Additional
Integration Options of ASC,
Portal, Optical, and Analytics
will take your Integrity PM to
the next level.

For more information on myCare Integrity Practice Management, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.

